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Abstract: The antigenic variability of influenza presents many challenges to the development of
vaccines and immunotherapeutics. However, it is apparent that there are epitopes on the virus that
have evolved to remain largely constant due to their functional importance. These more conserved
regions are often hidden and difficult to access by the human immune system but recent efforts
have shown that these may be the Achilles heel of the virus through development and delivery of
appropriate biological drugs. Amongst these, single domain antibodies (sdAbs) are equipped to
target these vulnerabilities of the influenza virus due to their preference for concave epitopes on
protein surfaces, their small size, flexible reformatting and high stability. Single domain antibodies
are well placed to provide a new generation of robust analytical reagents and therapeutics to support
the constant efforts to keep influenza in check.
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1. Introduction

Influenza A and influenza B viruses circulate within the human population and give
rise to seasonal epidemics which are kept in check with an annual vaccination program.
Influenza A represents a further public health challenge as it can cross the species barrier
between animals and humans leading to occasional pandemics with potentially very high
mortality and morbidity. Although vaccines are the main method of infection control, their
timely implementation presents significant challenges [1–4]. These include the predictions of
which strains will emerge and be most prevalent in the population, extended lead times for
vaccine production and poor immunogenicity in certain vulnerable patient groups [3]. The
concept of a ‘universal therapy’ which overcomes the virus’s ability to evade the immune
system through constantly changing the structure of its viral coat is a long-standing objec-
tive of those developing novel therapeutic interventions for influenza [5–10]. Monoclonal
antibodies provide one such possible route to a universal therapy. For several decades,
it was believed that antibodies to influenza A virus would only bind a single strain or a
narrow range of viral strains. However, there are individuals who have immunity to strains
to which they have not previously been exposed, which suggested that cross protective
immunity is indeed possible and that epitopes that can elicit such a response exist [11,12].
This was confirmed in 1993 with the isolation of a monoclonal antibody, C179, that could
neutralize viruses belonging to several different subtypes [13]. This antibody, unlike previ-
ously characterized neutralizing influenza antibodies, tested negative for hemagglutination
inhibition. The hemagglutination inhibition assay (HAI) was the main assay up to that
point for evaluation of viral neutralization and tests the interaction of viral HA with its sialic
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acid receptor after exposure to antibody. A negative result indicates that the interaction
is unaffected whereas a positive result indicates that the antibody is binding at or near
to the sialic acid receptor binding site in the HA head region [14]. The authors correctly
hypothesized that the antibody bound away from the sialic receptor binding site and in the
hemagglutinin stem region, which has a higher level of conservation than the head region,
explaining the cross-reactivity [15]. It was only when several other stem binding broadly
neutralizing antibodies were reported in 2008 that the significance of the discovery of C179
became clear [16–18].

The isolation of cross-neutralizing monoclonal antibodies to the more conserved
hemagglutinin (HA) stem region [16–20] was a surprising finding and raises the question
why it has been so difficult to identify this type of antibody in the past. The answer may, at
least partially, lie in the virus adapting to reduce the immunogenicity of its most important
and conserved determinants of function, combined with the challenges human antibodies
have in accessing these parts of the viral coat structure. Antibodies to these conserved
epitopes are likely to be rare and it is only through the advent of sophisticated antibody
engineering techniques such as B cell cloning [21] and phage display [22,23] that it has
become easier to isolate such monoclonal antibodies. Two of the first examples are the
human monoclonal antibodies (mAbs) F10 [18] and CR6261 [17] which have both been
shown to bind to a highly conserved pocket in the membrane proximal stem region. In
addition, these mAbs were shown to use only their heavy chain for antigen binding, with
no contact being made by their respective light chains. This unusual property has also
been reported for several subsequent cross-neutralizing antibodies such as C05, F045-092
and 27F3 which have also demonstrated ‘heavy chain only’ binding including to regions
other than the HA stem [24–26]. This could suggest that ‘heavy chain only’ recognition
may be an optimal mode of binding for broadly neutralizing antibodies to influenza as
has been proposed for cross-neutralizing antibodies to HIV [27,28]. These observations
imply that the VL domain may not be required in accessing these important viral epitopes
and furthermore could be a hindrance. The existence of naturally occurring ‘heavy chain
only’ antibodies is well documented in camelid species [29,30] and sharks [31,32] and
their unique properties are being exploited for wide ranging applications in biotechnology
including immunotherapy [33].

Similar to conventional VH domains, camelid VHH domains are comprised of four
framework regions (FR1-4) and three complementary determining regions (CDR1-3). How-
ever, they have several key differences in the FR2 and the CDRs which compensate for the
absence of a paired light chain. Four highly conserved substitutions in the FR2 create a hy-
drophilic exposed patch at the surface which would normally interact with the VL domain
in a conventional antibody. In addition, the CDR3 loop often folds back over this exposed
interface which would sit between the VH and VL domains in conventional antibodies. It is
also well documented that the CDR3 length of VHH domains is often but not always longer
than in conventional antibodies and, to compensate for the associated extra flexibility, it
can form a disulfide bond with the CDR1, CDR2 or FR2 [34–36]. Single domain antibodies
(sdAbs) can be isolated from immunized, naïve or synthetic libraries [37–39] constructed
using V genes from camelids [29] or from human donors [40–42]. The sdAb format has
several advantages over conventional IgG based monoclonal antibody formats which com-
prise both a light chain and heavy chain. These advantages include (i) small size (~15kDa),
(ii) low cost microbiological production, (iii) flexible formatting, (iv) high stability and (iv)
potential to access concave or hidden epitopes [33,43–48]. This is particularly pertinent to
targeting viral proteins where epitopes are often hidden by deep invaginations or canyons
and may be difficult to access effectively by conventional monoclonal antibodies which
have a preference for binding to larger flat surfaces [49–52]. Furthermore, it has been ob-
served that human monoclonal antibodies to influenza HA show biases for certain germline
segments and can form functional broadly neutralizing antibodies with these segments
after very limited somatic hypermutation in vivo. This sequence convergence suggests that
such antibodies are the result of an early or immediate response to infection potentially
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guided by previous exposure to influenza [53–55]. Alternative approaches to generating
mAbs which have been extensively optimized in vivo, such as through immunization of
camelids, could be expected to yield molecules of higher affinity and with different binding
properties to those generated by the human immune system.

This review summarizes the status and applications of single domain antibodies with
broad reactivity against influenza virus. We review their different mechanisms of action
and their breadth of reactivity. In addition, we discuss how targeting conserved epitopes,
reformatting to multi-domain molecules or generating oligoclonal cocktails of sdAbs may
provide complementary routes to mitigate the virus’s ability to change and escape detection
for applications in vaccine potency testing and as a new class of immunotherapeutics.

2. Conserved Targets on Influenza Virus and Mechanisms of Action of Single
Domain Antibodies

It has been proposed that cross-protective immunity seen in some individuals is due
to immune responses to highly conserved structures on the virus [11,12]. These include
regions of the viral coat protein hemagglutinin (HA) [17,18], the extracellular domain of
the M2 ion channel [56,57], neuraminidase (NA) [58,59] and the internal nucleoprotein
(NP) [60]. Hemagglutinin is the main viral coat protein and is responsible for viral entry
through binding to sialic acid on the surface of cells [61] (Figure 1a). Sequence analysis
reveals that there is considerable variation in the HA gene which can be classified into 18
different subtypes of two phylogenetically distinct groups, group 1 (H1, H2, H5, H6, H8,
H9, H11, H12, H13, H16, H17 and H18 subtypes) and group 2 (H3, H4, H7, H10, H14 and
H15 subtypes), which in combination with eleven different neuraminidase subtypes (N1
to N11) describes all known influenza A viruses [62,63]. Each of these two phylogenetic
groups has a highly variable globular head region consisting of the HA1 subunit which
mediates sialic acid receptor binding and a more conserved proximal stem region which is
principally comprised of the HA2 domain and some of the HA1 domain [61] (Figure 2a,b).
Similarly, influenza B viruses co-circulate in the human population as two antigenically
distinct lineages called the Victoria lineage and the Yamagata lineage [64–66].

All three viral envelope proteins, HA, NA and M2 as well as the internal structural
protein NP are promising targets for antibody-based viral therapy and analytical testing.
The structures of these viral proteins show many deep crevices and canyons on the surface
which can present a challenge of accessibility for conventional monoclonal antibodies
which have a preference for targeting larger flatter epitopes [44,49,50,52]. These concave
protein regions may be better targeted by sdAbs [44,48]. The mechanisms by which sdAbs
can inhibit the influenza virus are intimately linked with the function of the target protein
and their corresponding epitope (Figure 1b, Table 1) [67]. To date, most scientific effort has
focused on conventional monoclonal antibodies from human donors, which has revealed
many of the vulnerabilities of influenza virus and associated epitopes, with less known
about how sdAbs mediate virus neutralization. Nevertheless, it is clear that there is
substantial similarity between inhibitory mechanisms of these two types of antibodies.
However, as the list of sdAbs against influenza grows, subtle differences related to the
structure and function of sdAbs can be expected to be revealed.
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Figure 1. Relationship between sites of antibody binding and mechanisms of inhibition of infec-
tion of influenza virus. (a) Cartoon of influenza virus, its envelope proteins, the sites targeted by 
anti-influenza sdAbs and different sdAb formats. HA head (sdAb binding to hemagglutinin head 
domain), HA stem (sdAb binding to hemagglutinin stem domain), NA (sdAb binding to neuram-
inidase), M2 (sdAb binding to M2 ion channel), NP (sdAb binding to nucleoprotein, a component 
of the vRNP complexes) (b) Cartoon depiction of parts of the influenza virus infection cycle and 
the various methods by which antibodies inhibit the spread of the virus depending on their 
epitope. The infected host cell, influenza virus, nucleus and effector cell are indicated (1) Virus 
attachment to host cell inhibited by HA head antibodies. (2) Endocytosis of virion. (3) pH medi-
ated fusion of virus and host membranes inhibited by HA stem antibodies. (4) pH mediated pro-
ton influx inhibited by some M2 antibodies interfering with uncoating. (5) Transport of ribonucle-
oproteins to the nucleus inhibited by NP antibodies. (6) Inhibition of dissociation of new virions 
from host cells by anti-NA antibodies. (7) Immune effector functions such as antibody dependent 
cellular cytotoxicity (ADCC) mediated by Fc-linked HA stem, NA and M2 antibodies. 

2.1. Single Domain Antibodies Against Influenza Hemagglutinin 
As the major envelope protein of the influenza virus, HA has by far attracted the 

most attention as a target for sdAbs. HA is assembled by host cells as a homotrimer with 
each monomer comprising two subunits, HA1 and HA2 (the precursor is referred to as 
HA0) [61]. Upon budding of the virion from the host cell, the HA0 monomers are cleaved 
by host proteases, completing the maturation of the virion. The receptor binding site (RBS) 
sits within the globular HA1 head domain and binds sialic acid on prospective host cell 

Figure 1. Relationship between sites of antibody binding and mechanisms of inhibition of infection
of influenza virus. (a) Cartoon of influenza virus, its envelope proteins, the sites targeted by anti-
influenza sdAbs and different sdAb formats. HA head (sdAb binding to hemagglutinin head domain),
HA stem (sdAb binding to hemagglutinin stem domain), NA (sdAb binding to neuram-inidase),
M2 (sdAb binding to M2 ion channel), NP (sdAb binding to nucleoprotein, a component of the
vRNP complexes) (b) Cartoon depiction of parts of the influenza virus infection cycle and the various
methods by which antibodies inhibit the spread of the virus depending on their epitope. The infected
host cell, influenza virus, nucleus and effector cell are indicated (1) Virus attachment to host cell
inhibited by HA head antibodies. (2) Endocytosis of virion. (3) pH mediated fusion of virus and host
membranes inhibited by HA stem antibodies. (4) pH mediated proton influx inhibited by some M2
antibodies interfering with uncoating. (5) Transport of ribonucleoproteins to the nucleus inhibited by
NP antibodies. (6) Inhibition of dissociation of new virions from host cells by anti-NA antibodies. (7)
Immune effector functions such as antibody dependent cellular cytotoxicity (ADCC) mediated by
Fc-linked HA stem, NA and M2 antibodies.

2.1. Single Domain Antibodies against Influenza Hemagglutinin

As the major envelope protein of the influenza virus, HA has by far attracted the
most attention as a target for sdAbs. HA is assembled by host cells as a homotrimer with
each monomer comprising two subunits, HA1 and HA2 (the precursor is referred to as
HA0) [61]. Upon budding of the virion from the host cell, the HA0 monomers are cleaved
by host proteases, completing the maturation of the virion. The receptor binding site (RBS)
sits within the globular HA1 head domain and binds sialic acid on prospective host cell
membranes resulting in endocytosis of the virus particle (Figures 1b and 2a). The drop in pH
in the host cell endosome causes conformational change in the stem region of the molecule
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mediated by HA2 and results in the insertion of a hydrophobic fusion peptide into the
endosome membrane. This insertion catalyzes the fusion of viral envelope and endosomal
membrane, releasing the contents of the virion into the host cell (Figure 1b) [61,68].

The first cross-neutralizing influenza antibody discovered, C179, binds to a highly
conserved site on the stem of HA which mostly consists of residues from HA2 but also makes
some contact with the stem portion of HA1 (Figure 2c) [15]. The high level of conservation
between influenza viruses of many of the residues in the HA stem allows antibodies with
epitopes overlapping and adjacent to the C179 epitope to have exceptionally broad cross-
reactivity. Several have been discovered with pan-influenza A reactivity [20,69] and even
cross-reactivity that can be extended to influenza B viruses [70]. The most conserved residues
of the stem region are those which catalyze the large low pH induced conformational
changes in the stem including residues in the fusion peptide which inserts into the cell
membrane (Figure 2a,b). The function of these residues in the HA stem region is absolutely
conserved between all influenza A and B viruses [61,71] and human monoclonal antibodies
binding to this region have been shown to block these low pH induced conformational
changes, thereby inhibiting membrane fusion [17,18,70,71] (Figure 1b).

There is significant evidence that cross-reactive stem-binding sdAbs can neutralize
influenza viruses by similar mechanisms of inhibiting the pH-induced conformational
changes in the HA stem. R1a-B6, an sdAb isolated from an immunized alpaca phage
display library, has been described with broad group 1 cross neutralizing activity and a
characteristic absence of hemagglutination inhibition [72]. This placed this sdAb in the same
category as the seminal group 1 cross-subtype neutralizing human mAbs CR6261 [16,17]
and F10 [18]. Furthermore, it was demonstrated that R1a-B6 binding to HA was lost after
low pH treatment suggesting that its epitope sits in the HA stem region. Subsequently,
epitope mapping of R1a-B6 using yeast display mutational scanning identified residues
in the stem region overlapping the fusion peptide which, when mutated, specifically
disrupted R1a-B6 binding [73]. In a more recent report, three broadly neutralizing sdAbs
(SD38, SD36, SD83) against influenza HA were shown through their crystal structures
to bind to highly conserved epitopes in the HA stem region and the low-pH induced
conformational change could be inhibited by their binding [74] (Figures 1b and 2, Table 1).

Cross-reactive sdAbs have been isolated which, although binding to the HA stem,
behave differently to other stem-binding sdAbs and show increased binding at low pH.
One such sdAb, R2b-D8 showed broad group 1 cross-subtype reactivity and mapped to
a peptide epitope in the stem region but was not able to neutralize virus in vitro [72].
Similarly, sdAbs with group 2 cross-reactivity, which includes H3N2 and H7N9 subtypes,
could be mapped to conserved epitopes in the HA stem region using yeast display and
mutational scanning [75]. These sdAbs also showed enhanced binding at low pH, which
was consistent with their binding to a HA stem epitope which was either partially or
entirely obscured at neutral pH. None of this group of sdAbs have been characterized
in animal challenge models, so any potential for inhibiting viral infection is unknown.
However, there may be applications in assessing the conformational integrity of HA in
vaccine samples (Section 6).

Due to its vital interaction with sialic acid, the receptor binding site (RBS) is also a
highly conserved site on HA (Figure 2a,b). However, unlike the HA stem region there
are a limited number of highly or absolutely conserved residues within this site. The
head region of HA is the prime target of the immune system [76], which drives constant
antigenic change in this region [77], especially around the periphery of the RBS [78,79]. As
such, targeting the head domain presents a higher hurdle for antibodies to achieve broad
cross-reactivity. Frequently, RBS-binding conventional antibodies make some contacts
to more variable residues [67] and generally have a narrower reactivity range within a
subtype compared to stem binders [67,80]. Single domain antibodies have been described
which bind to epitopes in the HA1 head domain of H1N1, H5N1, H3N2, H7N9 and
influenza B-HA. Similarly, they have a generally narrower range of reactivity limited to
within a subtype compared to those targeting the HA stem [72–74,81–83]. To date only one
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structure of a head binding sdAb (SD84) in complex with HA has been described specific
for influenza B-HA [74] and it was shown to bind directly to the RBS and to neutralize
influenza B virus through blocking virus attachment to cells.
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Figure 2. Structure of HA and epitope footprints of HA stem binding sdAbs and conventional anti-
bodies with similar ranges of cross-reactivity. (a) Structure of hemagglutinin (A/California/04/2009,
PDB code 3LZG) [84]. One unit of the trimer is highlighted, HA1 is shown in green and HA2 is
shown in orange. The fusion peptide, which, upon pH mediated conformational change, straightens
and inserts into the host membrane is highlighted in cyan. The residues immediately surrounding
the HA0 cleavage site are highlighted in yellow. The receptor binding site is shown in pink. (b) The
same hemagglutinin structure is used to display a heat map of influenza residue conservation across
6 influenza A subtypes known to infect humans (H1, H2, H3, H5, H7 and H9) [85]. Key residues
in the RBS, fusion peptide and cleavage site are highly conserved as well as many residues in the
stem region at the HA1/HA2 interface. (c–f) Hemagglutinin trimer structures are used to display
binding sites of sdAbs (blue), conventional antibodies (red) and areas of epitope overlap (purple).
(c) The original stem binding antibody C179 is displayed on A/California/04/2009. (d) SD38 and
F16v3 epitopes displayed on A/Hong Kong/1/68 HA (PDB code 4FNK) [24]. (e) SD36 and CR8043
epitopes displayed on A/Hong Kong/1/68 HA. SD38 and pan influenza A conventional antibodies
have a high degree of overlap in their epitope footprints while SD36 and Group 2 stem binding
conventional antibodies have sharply contrasting epitope footprints. This may indicate a difference
in binding preference between conventional antibodies and sdAbs. (f) SD83 epitope displayed on
B/Brisbane/60/08 (PDB code 4FQM) [70]. The SD83 epitope has a greater degree of contact with
HA2 compared to SD36 and SD38. The residues included in the epitope footprint were determined
based on protein structures in complex (PDB codes 6FYU, 6FYT, 6FYW, 3ZTJ, 4NM8) [69,74,86] using
the PBDePISA online tool [87].
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2.2. Single Domain Antibodies against Influenza Neuraminidase

Neuraminidase (NA), although less abundant than HA, nevertheless plays a crucial
role in the infection process and is required for the dissociation of a newly formed virion
from the surface of an infected cell. NA exists on the cell surface as a homotetramer
with one enzymatic site per monomer. The active site cleaves sialic acid (SA) bound to
neighboring HA molecules, so releasing virus from the cell surface (Figure 1b). HA will
inevitably bind to SA on the surface of the infected cell while a new virion is budding so
the enzymatic activity of NA prevents virions from accumulating on the surface of infected
cells. Virion accumulation is observed when NA is inhibited by drugs or antibodies [88].
The prospect of inhibiting the function of NA makes it a good target for sdAbs which have
well documented propensity to bind to enzyme active sites [44]. Single domain antibodies
against NA have been isolated and have demonstrated inhibition of neuraminidase activity
and in vivo efficacy in a mouse challenge model (Figure 1b, Table 1) [89]. In another study
a llama was immunized with multiple NA subtypes and sdAbs were selected based on
binding to each subtype. Many of the sdAbs selected possessed some degree of subtype
cross-reactivity including one sdAb which bound to 8 of the 9 subtypes tested. The majority
of sdAbs tested showed neuraminidase inhibition activity, which suggests that they bound
to conserved epitopes at or around the active site [90].

2.3. Single Domain Antibodies against Influenza M2 Pore

M2 is a homo-tetrameric single pass ion pore. Like HA, it is activated by the acidifica-
tion of the endosomal environment after the virus is endocytosed, becoming permeable to
protons which then diffuse into the virion. The drop in pH initiates the genome unpacking
process in preparation for release of virion contents into the cytoplasm [91,92]. The external
domain of M2, referred to as M2e, consists of only 23 amino acids, all of which are highly
conserved [93]. Passive transfer of conventional human monoclonal antibodies to M2e
have been shown to be protective in animal models [56,57]. However, these antibodies do
not appear to mediate their effect by direct functional inhibition of the M2 pore and the
infection process. Instead, they mediate protection through the elimination of infected cells
by Fc-mediated effector functions such as ADCC (antibody dependent cellular cytotoxicity)
and CDC (complement dependent cytotoxicity), not by viral neutralization. By contrast,
a single domain antibody against M2e, M2-7A, has been shown to neutralize virus and
protect mice from lethal challenge in its monovalent format, without any engagement of
Fc effector functions. M2-7A appears to block the function of the pH activated proton
channel, interfering with the essential virus uncoating process (Figure 1b, Table 1) [39]. In
more recent studies, bispecific sdAbs have been described which can engage with both
M2e and also FcγRVI so as to recruit macrophages to virus infected cells. This novel
M2e sdAb molecule was shown to have protective efficacy in a mouse challenge model
when delivered either intranasally as purified protein [94] or as encoding mRNA for sdAb
production in situ within the lungs [95].

2.4. Single Domain Antibodies against Influenza Nucleoprotein

The viral nucleoprotein (NP) is a highly conserved protein essential for nuclear traf-
ficking and packaging of the influenza virus genome. It is internal to the virus unlike the
other conserved viral protein targets, making it a uniquely interesting target for interven-
tion [60]. Single domain antibodies against NP have been described which are capable
of disrupting virus replication by preventing nuclear import of viral ribonucleoproteins
(vRNPs) (Figure 1b, Table 1) [96,97]. Schmidt et al. have described an efficient lentiviral
screening system whereby intracellularly expressed sdAbs that confer a cellular phenotype
can be identified. Using this system, a panel of sdAbs against NP was identified which
was capable of protecting human cells from viral infection by preventing nuclear import
of vRNPs [98]. Although representing a unique mechanism of action, the therapeutic
application of NP binding sdAbs would require intracellular delivery of the sdAb either
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as recombinant protein or as the encoding genetic material to a sufficiently high enough
proportion of infected cells to inhibit an influenza infection [99,100].

Table 1. Single domain antibodies against influenza and their mechanism of action.

Site of Binding Examples sdAbs Reactivity Epitope Mechanism of Action Reference

HA (head region)

H5-VHHm H5N1 K189 (a)

Direct occlusion of sialic
acid binding site

inhibiting host cell
attachment.

[83]

aHA-7 H5N2 Not determined
(ND) [82]

SD84 IBV (d) Pdb: 6CNW (b) [74]
NB7-14 H7N9 D67, S135 (a) [75]
R1a-G6 H1N1 I169, D171, G173 (a) [72]
NB3-02 H3N2 F193, Y195 (a) [75]
Vic 2a-6 Victoria IVB H122, N129 (a) [81]

HA (stem region)

SD38 H1, H2, H5 Pdb: 6FYT (b)
Binds to fusion machinery,
inhibiting fusion of virus

and endosome
membranes.

[74]
SD36 H3, H4, H7, H10 Pdb: 6FYU (b) [74]
SD83 IBV Pdb; 6FYW (b) [74]

R1a-B6 H1, H5, H2, H9 G20, W21, I45 (a)(c) [72]
Vic 1b-10 IBV ND [81]

NA N1-VHHb H5N1 I437T (b)

Enzyme inhibition
preventing budding
virions from leaving

host cells.

[89]

M2
M2-7A H1, H3 SLLTEVET epitope Inhibition of M2 proton

channel, interfering with
viral uncoating.

[39]
M2e-VHH-23m H3N2 PDB 6SOY [94]

NP αNP-VHH1 Pdb: 5TJW (b)
Binding to and blocking
nuclear import of viral

ribonucleoproteins.
[96]

(a) Refers to mutations identified that inhibit binding either using viral escape mutagenesis or yeast display mutational scanning (b) Refers to
the pdb accession number of the crystal structure (c) Numbering starts in the HA2 region (d) IBV is influenza B virus, HA—Hemagglutinin,
NA—Neuraminidase, M2—Matrix pore 2, NP—Nucleoprotein.

3. Epitope Footprint, Contact Residues and Reactivity Range of Single Domain
Antibodies against Influenza Hemagglutinin

The range of cross-reactivity of antibodies to influenza virus varies considerably and
is inevitably defined in terms of specificity to historical influenza strains. All cross-reactive
influenza antibodies rely on a binding site with a high level of sequence conservation between
strains. However, within these sites certain residues will be almost absolutely conserved
while others will vary substantially depending on the virus strain (Figure 2b) [67]. Binding
interactions dependent only on very highly conserved residues will be preserved across many
subtypes, whereas binding which is dependent on more variable residues will ultimately
lead to a narrowing of reactivity range [6]. In assessing the reactivity range of mAbs the
specificity is tested against pre-existing strains going back in time with the expectation that
demonstration of broad reactivity will be preserved if the epitope does not change as the
virus evolves. Techniques that can predict if an antibody will retain binding to an emerging
virus may prove useful in future outbreaks and virus monitoring. For example, mutational
escape using yeast display when coupled to next generation sequencing has been described
and shows promise in predicting which mutations have the potential to affect antibody
binding and which do not so that, when a new strain emerges, the impact on binding can
be quickly assessed. Recent studies have described sdAbs with specificities which can be
correlated to natural sequence differences through the generation and testing in parallel
large repertoires of mutations using yeast display mutational scanning (Table 1) [73,75,81].
Single domain antibodies with either cross-reactive or lineage specific binding to influenza B
virus (IBV) strains included in seasonal vaccines spanning over 20 years have been described.
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Furthermore, lineage specific binding could be mapped to an epitope comprising natural
sequence divergence between Victoria and Yamagata IBV lineages at residue 122 in the HA1
domain (Table 1) [81]. Lineage specific sdAbs against IBV may have applications for vaccine
potency assays where quantitation of HA from both IBV lineage strains included in seasonal
vaccines is required [101]. Subtype specific sdAbs against H7 influenza have been described
and their binding has been mapped to distinct epitopes in the HA1 domain which correlated
with their breadth of reactivity. For example, NB7-14 was mapped to a highly conserved
epitope in the HA1 domain with specific residues conserved across all H7N9 strains from its
emergence in human populations in 2013 up to 2017. Lineage specific sdAbs against H7N9
have also been described which are capable of distinguishing low pathogenic from high
pathogenic H7N9 viral strains which could be correlated with natural sequence divergence
using yeast display mutational scanning [75].

Evolving escape mutations to an antibody is made harder for a virus if these mutations
cause a significant fitness cost to the virus or very few mutations have the ability to facilitate
viral escape. It follows therefore, that antibodies targeting smaller epitopes containing fewer
residues in highly functionally conserved regions would be the most resistant to escape.
One of the earliest examples which lends weight to this concept is the unusual fully human
antibody C05. This conventional monoclonal antibody mediates cross-neutralization of
influenza A virus through a very long single CDR3 loop which penetrates the sialic acid
binding pocket, forming key interactions with highly conserved residues whilst avoiding
the more variable HA loops surrounding the RBS [24]. This antibody can be seen as
analogous to a single domain antibody as all the binding function is largely limited to its
CDR3 loop to the point where it can be removed from the immunoglobulin fold and retain
activity as a constrained peptide. In addition, some broadening of cross-reactivity can
be achieved through removing contacts made by the CDR1 with more variable residues
around the RBS [102]. This demonstrates that it is possible to enhance the breadth of
cross-reactivity through minimizing epitope contacts outside of conserved epitope residues
either through design or selection. An analysis of the paratopes of sdAbs to a wide range of
pathogens and human proteins in comparison with conventional antibodies revealed that
paratope area, and therefore epitope area, is on average smaller than that of conventional
antibodies [103]. However, thus far, for sdAbs against influenza this does not appear to
have translated into a clear advantage in breadth of reactivity [45,103].

To date there are three available crystal structures for stem binding sdAbs in complex
with HAs which present an opportunity to compare their epitope footprints to each other
and to functionally equivalent conventional stem binding antibodies (Figure 2d–f). The
sdAbs SD36, SD38 and SD83 cross-neutralize influenza A group 2, influenza A groups
1 and 2 and influenza B, respectively [73]. Despite their contrasting reactivity ranges,
the antibodies have significantly overlapping epitopes with several homologous residues
forming part of the footprint of all three antibodies. SD36 and SD38 have the most similar
footprints with both epitopes sitting within the conserved hydrophobic groove at the
junction between HA1 and HA2. Meanwhile the epitope footprint of SD83 is slightly
higher on the stem and includes more of HA1 than either SD36 or SD38 [74].

Conventional antibodies with group 1 and 2 cross-reactivity such as F16, 27F3 and
MEDI8852 and multiple others have been discovered and visualized in complex with HA.
The epitope footprints of these antibodies are remarkably convergent with a core of several
residues high up on the stem near the HA1/HA2 interface contacted by almost every
antibody in this group. Despite the difference in antibody type, SD38 fits neatly into this
class of antibody in both epitope footprint and reactivity range (Figure 2d) [25,69,104,105].

The footprint of SD36 on the other hand, differs significantly from functionally
equivalent influenza A group 2 stem-binding conventional antibodies. The epitopes of
CR8020, CR8043 and 9H10 overlap with each other and bind further down the stem than
SD36 [86,106]. The three conventional antibodies make the most of their vital contacts to
the highly conserved fusion peptide so in addition to inhibiting membrane fusion, they
are also able to inhibit HA0 cleavage and maturation, thus preventing influenza virus
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from becoming infectious. By contrast, SD36 has an epitope footprint more typical of
group 1 and 2 cross-neutralizing antibodies, forming contacts with the same core group of
residues as these antibodies and lacking the ability to block HA0 maturation [107]. More
general differences in the binding preferences of conventional antibodies and sdAbs may
contribute towards these observations but further research and characterization of more
sdAbs is needed to draw any firm conclusions (Figure 2d,e).

4. Reformatting and Optimization of sdAbs for Different Applications in Targeting
Influenza

While the binding interaction between influenza virus and antibody is the primary
determinant of the mechanism of action and the breadth of reactivity, another vital aspect
to function is determined by the antibody format. Single domain antibodies, because of
their simple structure and single open reading frame, can easily be re-designed to enhance
function and potency in line with different applications and delivery methods. This can
be by increasing avidity, engaging effector functions, enhancing breadth of reactivity,
mitigating viral escape, enhancing pharmacokinetics or enhancing stability (Figure 3).
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4.1. Multivalent and Multi-Paratopic sdAbs

Although single domain antibodies can have potent binding and neutralization activ-
ity on their own, their activity can be radically enhanced by multimerization to introduce
avidity. Single domain antibodies can be made bivalent by fusing them with an Fc re-
gion [74,89,109], by fusing two identical sdAb domains together using a flexible peptide
linker [72,75,82,108] or by fusion to a dimerization domain such as a leucine zipper [82].
The relationship between avidity and potency is related to the mechanism of action. Single
domain antibodies which neutralize influenza through blocking virus attachment to cells
demonstrate substantial increases in potency in a bivalent format [26,72,75,108]. However,
for sdAbs which target the HA stem the relationship between avidity and potency is less
clear [72,111]. Early studies with the seminal broadly neutralizing stem binding human
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antibody CR6261 showed that both the monovalent Fab and the bivalent IgG had similar
neutralization potencies suggesting that bivalency was not essential or beneficial for an-
tibodies which neutralize influenza virus post-viral attachment [17]. Subsequent studies
with an equivalent sdAb, R1a-B6, showed similar results in that bivalency did not increase
maximum levels of neutralization activity of H1 and H5 subtypes. However, somewhat
surprisingly, the breadth of cross-subtype neutralization activity was seen to increase to
include more divergent influenza subtypes H2 and H9 [72]. The authors speculated that
this may be due to the cellular uptake of the influenza virus being a rate-limiting step in
the efficacy of R1a-B6 which neutralizes the virus post-viral attachment, suggesting there
may be a ceiling above which the potency cannot be enhanced by avidity for stem-binding
sdAbs. However, avidity is suggested to enhance lower affinity interactions with more
divergent subtypes so increasing the breadth of neutralization reactivity [72].

Although an important addition to the treatment options for influenza, the widespread
use of antiviral drugs like oseltamivir and rimantadine will inevitably lead to the devel-
opment of resistance and lower efficacy over time [112]. The same selection of resistant
strains could also be a consequence of future widespread use of antiviral mAbs against in-
fluenza even when targeting highly conserved epitopes such as those in the HA stem [113].
Additional approaches to mitigate this risk are required and strategies to neutralize virus
through two or more distinct epitopes with non-competing antibodies are expected to
be required. The principle behind this is the notion that influenza virus is less likely to
generate mutations at two distinct epitopes than one. This can be achieved through the
use of mixtures of antibodies against different epitopes [114] or through the design of
multi-domain sdAbs capable of interacting with several distinct epitopes on the influenza
virus simultaneously [74]. This potential has been highlighted by MD3606 which has four
pairs of different broadly neutralizing sdAbs directed towards influenza A and B and
demonstrates nearly universal neutralization of all influenza A and B viruses. The sdAb
domains SD83 and SD84 bind to the HA stem and RBS of influenza B viruses, respectively,
providing an extra level of protection from influenzas B virus escape. Although MD3606
utilizes a multi-domain format for broadening reactivity to diverse influenza subtypes
the concept can equally be applied to target non-overlapping epitopes on the same target
antigen so mitigating viral escape [74].

4.2. Incorporation of Immune Effector Functionality into sdAbs

Conventional monoclonal antibodies binding to HA stem, NA and M2e have all been
shown to benefit from Fc-mediated neutralization of influenza in addition to their direct
neutralization mechanisms [56,70,88]. As sdAbs are not naturally fused to an human
Fc region, they require this function to be added so antigen recognition can functionally
engage with the host immune system through Fcγ receptors [115,116]. This can enhance the
potency of sdAbs by adding further mechanisms of neutralization mediated by immune
effector cells [115]. The Fc region, when bound to an influenza infected cell, is able to
recruit effector cell types such as macrophages and natural killer cells and mediate antibody
dependent cellular cytotoxicity (ADCC), complement dependent cytotoxicity (CDC) or
antibody dependent cellular phagocytosis (ADCP) [117]. In cases where sdAbs have
insufficient direct neutralization potency then the role of the Fc function is more important.
This has been demonstrated with a sdAb against NA formatted as an Fc fusion which
despite not having any anti-viral activity in vitro was able to protect mice from a lethal
challenge with H5N1 virus [89]. The additional potency possible through engaging Fc
effector function has been shown with the multivalent sdAb MD3606 where Fc variants
of MD3606, with binding to Fcγ receptors disabled, showed a significant decrease in
protective efficacy relative to a variant with functional Fcγ receptor binding [74]. More
recent studies with the broadly neutralizing sdAb R1a-B6 against the HA stem showed less
of a reliance on effector function. R1a-B6 was shown to have equal protective efficacy when
formatted as an Fc fusion with a mouse IgG2a or as a mouse IgG1 which has no ADCC
activity [109].
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4.3. Extending Half-Life of sdAbs

Single domain antibodies have a molecular weight of around 15kDa and a half-life of
approximately 90 min in vivo [118,119] as the kidneys swiftly remove any molecules with
a molecular weight of less than 30-50kDa. For any therapeutic or prophylactic application,
antibodies with such a short half-life are unable to sustain sufficiently high concentrations
in the systemic circulation to inhibit influenza virus. Further functionality is required to
improve their pharmacokinetics. Alternatively, modifications of their delivery method can
help maintain an effective concentration of antibody in vivo [120]. Several strategies have
been described for improving the pharmacokinetics of sdAbs against influenza through
modification to reduce renal clearance or through gene therapy [99].

Conceptually, the simplest approach to increasing the half-life of sdAbs is to increase
their hydrodynamic size and therefore reducing filtration through the kidneys. This can be
achieved by linking several sdAbs together by means of flexible linkers [72,83,89,108]. If a
sufficient number of sdAbs can be fused together to limit filtration through the kidneys,
then additional half-life enhancing technologies are not required. This approach may have
an upper limit and to date the maximum number of sdAbs that have been fused together
head-to-tail is four [74]. Other approaches to increase size have been described which
involve engineering ferritin to display a sdAb (nanobody) which then self-assembles into
a large complex called a ‘fenobody’ [110]. Using this approach, the authors were able to
demonstrate a tenfold increase in half-life in a mouse model and a 360-fold higher affinity
against H5N1 virus. Chemical conjugation to polyethylene glycol (PEG) or to negatively
charged polymers such as hydroxyethal starch (HESylation) have been used in a number
of licensed antibody products, however to date no PEG modified sdAb against influenza
has been described and tested for in vivo efficacy [121].

A frequently used approach to extend the half-life of sdAbs is to fuse them directly to
an antibody Fc region. This allows sdAb Fc fusions to achieve a comparable half-life to
conventional monoclonal antibodies by utilizing the normal mechanism of FcRn recycling
through the kidneys [74,109,122]. Fusion of sdAbs to an Fc region also benefits from linkage
to the effector arm of the immune system so potentially enhancing potency. Alternatively,
therapeutic sdAbs can be fused to sdAbs specific for long-lasting blood proteins such as
albumin [119]. Albumin also uses the FcRn recycling mechanisms of IgG so providing
that an albumin specific sdAb does not interfere with this interaction it has the potential
to improve pharmacokinetics of influenza specific sdAbs. This approach has as yet not
been described for prophylactic or therapeutic applications of influenza specific sdAb but
may have an advantage in mitigating possible or perceived risk of Fc related antibody
dependent enhancement (ADE) of influenza [123–125].

5. Delivery of Single Domain Antibodies against Influenza for Therapy
and Prophylaxis

Although vaccination is the main countermeasure against both seasonal and pan-
demic influenza their slow production and low effectiveness in certain vulnerable groups
present challenges. Therefore, alternative approaches based on passive immunotherapy
with monoclonal antibodies are of considerable interest with several currently in clinical
development [125].

The delivery options of sdAbs for passive immunotherapy of influenza are intimately
linked to their format, stability, pharmacokinetics and efficacy. Intravenous (IV), subcu-
taneous (SC), intranasal (IN) or oral delivery are all options that can be considered with
appropriately designed sdAbs. Intranasal delivery is an attractive option particularly for
respiratory diseases like influenza as the drug is delivered directly to the site of infection
and can provide immediate effect. Intranasal delivery of any biological presents consider-
able challenges in maintaining sufficient activity in the harsh environment of the respiratory
tract [126]. Single domain antibodies have well documented stability in extremes of tem-
perature and pH so are well suited to formulation for inhaled delivery [94,126]. Intranasal
delivery of a bivalent sdAb H5-VHHm against H5N1 has been shown to be capable of
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protecting mice from a lethal challenge with influenza virus both prophylactically and
therapeutically [83].

Due to their small size [118,119] sdAbs require considerable improvement to their
pharmacokinetics in vivo for either IV or SC delivery into the systemic circulation. The
efficacy of Fc fusions of anti-influenza sdAbs against influenza HA and NA delivered
intravenously has been demonstrated in animal challenge models in both therapeutic and
prophylactic settings [74,89,109]. For longer term prophylaxis repeat injections would be
required which might not be cost-effective and would limit widespread use. To overcome
this limitation and provide more sustained long-term delivery of broadly neutralizing
antibodies in vivo, antibody gene therapy is of considerable interest [99]. Gene therapy
mediated antibody delivery using DNA, RNA or viral vectors can, in principle, provide
‘life-long’ expression of antibodies in the patient. This approach could benefit vulnerable
patient groups such as the immune compromised or elderly who do not respond well to
current influenza vaccines [62]. This approach is clearly very different to conventional
vaccination because the immunity generated is independent of the host’s natural or vaccine
induced immune response to influenza virus. The earliest studies have been done using
conventional monoclonal antibodies and it was demonstrated that adeno-associated viral
(AAV) vectors could be used to deliver sustained expression of broadly neutralizing
antibodies against the HA stem region without prior exposure to influenza [108]. Both
intramuscular expression [127] and intranasal expression [128] of broadly neutralizing HA
stem binding conventional mAbs have been shown to be protective in mouse challenge
models of influenza. Intranasal delivery has the advantage that antibody expression is in
the respiratory tract directly at the site of infection but has the disadvantage that expression
levels beyond the lungs are low and decrease over time due to turnover of nasal epithelial
cells. Intramuscular delivery on the other hand gives much higher levels of expression
in the systemic circulation which is more durable as muscle cells are quiescent and do
not get replaced [127]. These early studies were conducted with conventional mAbs
comprising separate light chain and heavy chain genes. Due to the limitations on size and
complexity of genetic information that can be packaged into gene therapy vectors smaller
simpler transgenes based on a single domain format and single open reading frame offer
considerable advantages. The earliest study describing a sdAb format used adenovirus
rather than AAV to deliver a subtype-specific sdAb against H5N1 converted into a bivalent
format using a leucine zipper motif [129]. Following intranasal (IN) delivery this was
shown to be protective in a mouse challenge model of influenza [129]. More recent studies
have taken full advantage of the sdAb format and its compatibility with AAV mediated
gene delivery. In a landmark study in 2018, Laursen and colleagues showed that intranasal
AAV delivery of a multi-domain sdAb Fc fusion gave almost complete protection from
all influenza subtypes in mouse challenge models [74]. In a more recent study, a similar
broadly neutralizing R1a-B6-Fc fusion protein was evaluated using intramuscular AAV
delivery with the aim to drive higher more sustainable levels of expression. This study
similarly was able to show complete protection from lethal challenge of both H5N1 and
H1N1 virus in mice [109]. The authors also showed that Fc function and ADCC was not
essential for efficacy which had previously been proposed as essential for efficacy in this
delivery format. This contrasts with previous reports of HA stem-binding antibodies
requiring ADCC for maximum efficacy [115,116]. The authors speculated that this was due
to the very high levels of expression possible with IM AAV gene delivery so compensating
for any reduction in potency that may be seen in the absence of ADCC function [74,128]. In
addition, a monovalent version of R1a-B6 was also shown to delay the onset of infection by
3 days which suggested that the high-level continuous production in muscle cells was also
able to partially offset the rapid clearance [109]. Others have used mRNA instead of viral
vectors to deliver a bispecific M2e sdAb locally to the respiratory tract in lipid particles
and showed efficacy in a mouse challenge model [96].
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6. Applications of sdAbs to Influenza Analytical Testing

There are surprisingly few reports using single domain antibodies for detecting viral
antigens, including the detection of influenza virus. While nucleic acid based diagnostic
methods provide high sensitivity, conventional antibodies or sdAb could be applied in anti-
gen tests and in point-of-care devices that would offer unparalleled speed of detection [130].
The variability of the main viral antigens means that robust and durable assays would
require broadly reactive antibodies or face the challenge of having to be updated frequently.
A few ELISA-type assays for the detection of influenza viruses of various subtypes using
sdAbs have been described [131–133]. The principles of these tests are similar, but the
sdAbs used and the formats vary. They generally employ two non-competing sdAbs in
a sandwich format, with the capture reagent tethered to a solid phase, such as an ELISA
plate or magnetic beads, through biotin-streptavidin interaction, and a detection antibody
linked to an enzyme enabling signal generation. However, these assays are subtype- or
strain-specific and evidence of broad applicability beyond the strain or subtype chosen
for the initial selection of the sdAbs used has not been reported. In a different approach,
an engineered sdAb with a mouse IgE-Fc was used in a cell-based sensor; again, no data
on breadth of reactivity and applicability was provided [134]. Another cell sensor-type
assay used two sdAbs against the viral NP; one sdAb was expressed in the cell as a fusion
protein with a DNA-binding domain, the other was fused to a transcription activation
domain; upon infection of the cell with influenza virus, NP acted as a scaffold to assemble
a bipartite transcription factor, leading to the expression of a reporter gene [135]. Due to
the conserved nature of the NP, this system was able to detect viruses of three subtypes
(H3, H5, H7). sdAbs have also been described as tools in serology testing and a sdAb
targeting the viral NP protein was used in an antibody-blocking ELISA to detect antibodies
against swine influenza viruses in serum samples [136]. While this assay has the theoretical
potential to detect antibodies, suggesting prior infection, against any of the swine influenza
subtypes (H1N1, H1N2, H3N2), a specificity assessment was not described.

One emerging application for sdAbs is in the area of vaccine potency testing which is a
crucial test used by vaccine manufacturers in the formulation and timely release of seasonal
vaccines, as well as by independent control laboratories during batch release of vaccines
before their release onto the market. This is a tightly controlled process underpinned by
regulatory guidelines, which ensures that every year seasonal vaccines are available to
protect public health. Since the 1970s, the single radial immunodiffusion (SRID) assay has
been used to standardize and quantitate HA content in vaccines [137]. However, due to
the dependence on strain-specific polyclonal sheep sera, which can take 2-3 months to
generate and can be in limited supply, there has been an increasing call for alternative
assays which are more sensitive and can be implemented more quickly. Broadly reactive
antibodies which maintain reactivity over many seasons are of considerable interest, and
sdAbs, because of their robust and simple structure, are ideal analytical reagents for
this purpose. Single domain antibodies to diverse epitopes on different subtypes have
been formatted for a sandwich and a competition ELISA and have been investigated for
their potential in reliably quantifying HA content in vaccines (manuscript in preparation).
Other assay formats based on protein arrays [138], surface plasmon resonance [139,140] or
immunocapture [141,142] may be equally compatible with using cross-reactive sdAbs. To
mitigate the risk of an individual sdAb losing reactivity with newly emerging influenza
virus antigenic variants, cocktails of sdAbs recognizing non-overlapping epitopes could
be used in potency testing, as it is highly unlikely that changes in the HA prompting an
update of the influenza vaccine would affect several sdAb epitopes at once. Several sdAbs
to the HA of different influenza subtypes with both broad reactivity and lineage specific
reactivity have been isolated and their epitopes correlated with their specificity using yeast
display mutational scanning [73]. This technique allows the rapid high-throughput testing
in parallel libraries of point mutations for their effect on binding of influenza specific sdAb
reagents [73,75,81]. In addition, it is possible to identify mutational ‘coldspots’ which are
residues which if mutated are predicted to have little effect on sdAb binding [73]. This
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profiling and experimental testing of the effect of multiple mutations on sdAb binding
may be used to identify, as soon as a new strain emerges, which sdAbs may be impacted
and which are not and also aid the generation of sdAb cocktails for seasonal vaccine
release [73,75,81] (Figure 4). If such analysis suggests the need to update the composition
of sdAb cocktails or of individual sdAbs used in potency testing, a pipeline to quickly
identify new sdAb can be established, based on libraries of sdAbs and a combination of
efficient selection protocols and next generation sequencing approaches (Figure 4).
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assessment of influenza vaccine potency assays are followed by epitope mapping using yeast display and mutational
scanning, which includes design of a library of HA variants, display of the library on the yeast cell surface, selection using
flow cytometric cell sorting to enrich HA variants that lose binding to sdAbs but retain display of correctly folded HA
on yeast cell surface. Functional loss of binding is experimentally determined to confirm residues that are energetically
important and contribute to the sdAb epitope. The epitope is then correlated with HA structure. Further analysis through
deep sequencing of selection outputs can then be used to identify mutational ‘hotspots’ and also ‘coldspots’ where mutations
are predicted to have little effect on binding of sdAb reagents. The frequencies of mutations at each position in HA relative
to the non-selected population can be determined using bioinformatic analysis. It is envisaged that this approach can
be used to generate a database of epitopes corresponding to a diverse collection of sdAbs recognising HA, which upon
the emergence of a new viral strain can be used to predict which sdAbs could be chosen as suitable binding reagents for
applications such as diagnosis, research, immune surveillance and vaccine potency testing. (b) ELISA assay for vaccine
potency testing: A sandwich pair of sdAbs is used to measure HA content in influenza vaccines samples. sdAb-1 is biotin
labelled and after coating onto a streptavidin ELISA plate is used as a conformational specific capture reagent for HA either
from a vaccine sample or an influenza antigen standard with a known content of antigenically active HA. sdAb-2 is the
detecting reagent binding to the HA captured on the ELISA plate. sdAb is labelled with a myc epitope tag which is used to
detect binding. (c) A schematic representation of a vaccine potency assay readout and how it is used to evaluate HA content
using comparison to a standard curve containing a known quantity of HA.

7. Conclusions and Perspectives

The rediscovery of HA stem-binding, broadly neutralizing antibodies in 2008 catalyzed
the isolation of many different human monoclonal antibodies and the characterization of
several highly conserved epitopes on the influenza virus. The limitations of conventional
monoclonal antibodies have driven considerable interest in single domain antibodies
owing to their small size, flexible formatting and high stability. In addition, the isolation
of sdAbs from camelids using display technologies means there is a ready and unlimited
supply of high affinity recombinant reagents. These advantages lend themselves to the
unique challenges of generating therapeutic antibodies to a rapidly evolving pathogen
like influenza virus. Single domain antibodies with broad reactivity against influenza
have been discovered which bind to all three influenza viral surface proteins as well as
nucleoprotein. The mechanisms of action, epitope and format can be readily adapted for
different applications to enhance potency, delivery, cross-reactivity, production, stability,
effector function, pharmacokinetics and immunogenicity. Furthermore, the same properties
of sdAbs mean that they suit applications in diagnostics, vaccine potency assays and
influenza research. These reagents could be produced rapidly when an antigenically novel
influenza strain emerges.

Although much is known about neutralizing sdAbs against influenza several questions
remain to be answered. For example: how do the binding and neutralization mechanisms
of sdAbs compare to conventional antibodies targeting similar conserved regions of the
virus? Do differences translate into therapeutic advantages, for example through increased
resistance to mutational escape? In addition to targeting conserved epitopes, the ability
to fuse several sdAbs together specific for different epitopes is expected to reduce the
emergence of resistant viruses. Multi-specific sdAbs have a clear advantage over bispecific
formats based on conventional IgGs which require the complex expression and assembly
of up to four polypeptides. Much simpler sdAb single gene constructs may have a consid-
erable advantage for gene therapy mediated antibody delivery where there are limits on
the size and complexity of genes which can be packaged into viral vectors. With further
understanding of the risks of mutational escape, immunogenicity and antibody dependent
enhancement of influenza (ADE) it is expected that optimal therapeutics based on the sdAb
format can be designed and thus translate their early promise into cost-effective delivery
of passive immunotherapy to vulnerable patient groups.
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